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scales lesting $rom seconds to riinutesand the published work has,
so far, only addressed the characteristics of the shortest bursts.
if one wanrs to prolong the time scale, then there are three pos-
sibilities all of whicn involve increasir,g the amount of fuel
available for nuclear burning. First, one can assume that the
luminosity of the neutron star is low and the mass accretion rate
is low and build up a thick hydrogen envelope. Second, one can
assume a rapid inflow of material and irilude the accretion energy
in the radiative losses; and, third, one can assume that at some
accretion rate the hydrogen will burn stably and a thick layer of
helium can be built up on the neutron star.

3ec&use of the success of the studies of JOSS3 and Taam4 re-
viewed i~ this volume 5: JOSS, we have concentrated cn a regime
cf the (Y,i.)piane not yet studied Dy these investigators: that of
now internal neutron star luminosity and low mass accretion rates.
In our case we are trying to both model the long time scale pheno-
nena observed from some Bursters and to understand the cause of
the v:rv long ti~e scale outbursts of the Transients.

Jur computer code nas previously been used in studies of the.
nova outburst,

5,5,; ●

Lhernonuclear runaways in the accreted hydro-
:en rich envelcpes of white dwarfs, and is ideally suited to this
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s:;ay. The physics that wc inc;ude is described elsewhere’. We
jnc~u.e the g-p C,na+nj the CXO reactions, the triple-n reaction j

zhe 12C(Z,V16 C react~on and, finally, assume that the “O(a, P)17F
1-
‘%(a,y)

19
and tiereactions are ac-;ing in the fashion described by

Nailace and Woosleya. We use these last two reactions to provide
a measure of the rate of depletion of the CNO nuclei during the
evolutionary sequences and then use this rate of depletion to ca -
culate an ener~y generation assuming that a few further proton
ca:ttires will accur,

7iE5ULTS

The radius of model 1 was 10 km and it had an envelope mass of
-11 ~

:.5X Ic
0“

This is a thick envelope for a neutron star of

this mass but can be obtained for low accretion rates onto neutron
4

~t~rs with iow internal temperatures . Although some nuclear burn-
ing cculd have occurred in the deeper layers during the accretion
crocess, we nave neglected this and assuoled a sharp composition
:nterface. ‘deshall refer to this boundary as the core-envelope
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interface (CEI). Ae chose a luminosity for the neutron star of.
J.1 Lo which results in an effective temperature of 8 x lCIaK. The

tecmerature and density at the CEI are 3.3 x 107 K and 3.1 x i05 gm

m ‘: respectively.
tiebegin the evolution by turning OR the nuclear reactions

and it takes this sequence about 760 seconds of evolution to reach

a temperature of 2.45 x 109 K and an energy generation of 10
21 erg

#5-1
. The surface lumiilosityhas reached 8 x 104 Le and the.

effective tewerature is 2.6 x 107 K (kT ~ 2.2 kev). The entire
envelope has become convective and is mixing fresh unburned nuclei
into the shell source from the surface.

9ecause of our initial conditions, w~ich may be physically
realizable, the initial region of peak temperature is not at the

CEI but about iO
-12 Me closer to the sur$ace. The reason for this

effec~ is taat the electron deg?ner~te conductivity !s large
enouck tD transDort the energy produced in the GeePest layers of
the ;ccretea envelcoe inro the core. This effectively keeps these
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regions cooler than the less degenerate regions closer to the sur-
Face. However, the energy produced by the shell source is now
heatin~ the hydrogen rich layers jus: below it and their tempera-
ture slowly climbs until they reach about 3 x lC: K. At this

point they flash to a temperatu~e-~f 2.a x 109 K and an energy

generation rate of 1025 erg gm-’s . This flash produces an over-
pressure of a few percent which rusults in a shock wave that

-5reaches the surface some 5 x 10 sec after the flash occurred.

The surface luminosity climbs to 2 x 105 La and the effective
-

temperature ta 3 x 10’ K. The shock causes the surfac~ ?ones tc
-1

expand at velocities of 2 x 193 km sec . However, this exaansion

l~sts for only about 10-6 sec and a totai excursion in radius of
1.5 meters.

The shell source slowly Roves inward and these layers flash
to nigh temperatures although no more shocks occur. The temDera-
t~re as a function of time for the deepest hyc!rcge!-lrich shell is
given in Figtire i. The hydrogen burning layers stay hot until ?11
of the helium and mcst of the hydrogen 1s consunea. It takes
about 40C seconds for this to occur and curincjthis entire phase
of nuclear burning the envelope has slowly exaanded “o about 12 km
anc re~ained at virtually constant luminosity. The lignt curve
for this simulation is qiven in Figure 2.

Once the fuel has been burnt, the radius of the enveloDe
slowly shrinks which maintains the high lurirosity and causes a

SICW increase in the effective temperature of 3 x 106 K. The se-
qwnce then CCOIS razidly and reaches equilibrium ic about an hour.

Je extended cur study to neutron stars with a radius of 20 km;
bracketing the puDlished work. In this case the reduced gravity
sho~ld oroauce outbursts with lower peak lumi;lositiesand effective
temperatures but the time scale for the outburst should be in-
creased over that of the 10 kn evolution. such was the c~sem

-11 ,,For this evo utlon we chcse an envelope mass of 2 x iC ,@

mich gave a tecper~*.ureand decsity at the CEI cf 4 x 197 K and

.m:~
lb ,\, As before, this does not occur at tnc CEil but a few zones
cioser to tne surface. in acclitlon,the lower gravitj~allows the
~nveloue to ex~anc to nearly 40 k~ during the evolution which ore-
vents khe temperature at the CEI fror exceeding 4 x lCB K. At

tt,isteriaerai~rethe 14
O(l,F!

15C~a,V)iQ,l“7F a~d , ,tereactions ars renov-
~n~ catalytic nuc~ei from tne CNO reaction sequence dnc are prud~lcinq

. little additional energy,‘~e-’: This results in a nest interesting
:re?crePz, Cnce the shell source has reached inward to the C::.



zhe tm?ert!ttires are high enough for a reasonable number of ~-

reacticns on “0 and ‘5O to occur. This is net t,”uefarther out
in the envelope wnere the temperatures are lower. This results in
the CNO reactions being able to cycle faster at lower temperatures
causing an inversion in the hydrogen abundance. This can be seen

F:gures 3 and 4 which shb~~the temperatures, and hydrogen abun-
~~nces at two different times in the evolution. Therefore, some
6 hours after the evolution began, the hydro~en abundance drops to
zero about one-third of the way from the CEI to the surface. Be-

cause helium is nearly depleted at the CEI the a-reactions on
140

I:n
and u also become less important and the principle source of

energy comes Yrom the s+-decays followed by proton captures. Be-
cause tne W catalytic nuclei have their highest abundances at
the edge of the regiun where hydrogen has become completely de-
:leted, this is just the region where they are cycling the most
rapidly and the burning front slowly moves inward and outward How-
e’tier,tne f?ydrogen abundance is low and the runaway time scale
for eac~ zone is more rapid than the time scale for the inward
cif$usicn of neat. This allows each zone to burn out before the
next icner zone can flash, groducing a wry ragqed curve for both
;he temperature versus time (Figure 5) and the luminosity versus
time ~Cigure 6). If we had been able to use nore zones, these
curves would have %een smoother.

/he peak rate of energy generation reached in this simulation
i5 -1 -1was onl:y10 erg cjm s . The peak luminosity was 700 Lo and the

seak ef=ecti’+etemperature barely exceeded 0.5 kev. It takes this
seauence about one da::to burn out all of the hydrogen in the shell
so~rce ~nd for the luminosity to begin dropping. It then takes
‘bout L5 days to return to minimum. All of the hydrogen and helium
are burnt ta higher xass nuclei except for a thin shell of H of

-13 .,Z!)out10 I:awhich is still burning but on a much longer time
sca~e.

3ecause the “0(Q,p)i7F and ‘50(~,Y)’gNe rates are theoretical,
~e dlso investigated the effects of major changes in these rates by*?vo;~:n; cne add!aional sequence with the identical initial condi-
tions as in the previous sequence but with these rates set to zero.
“.. . :2kes :hls simulation 2 x 103 ses for the peak te~perature In

;Pe ?nveic~e to reacn 5 x IC3 K. The rate af energy ~enerat~on bas
1; 7

-i
-~ac~ed ~C’- erg y-’ S?c . At this temperature a significant num-

:er :? :risie-a and ‘2S(a,Y)’60 reactions are occurring and the
,,e-..vezctfon-,,--“. ~s ‘ceding new catalytic nuclei into the C~10cycle.

~~C ir,-r,,.. eases the vs?ge of ~ anc counteracts the effects of the in-
14 15‘ng nunher of nuclei being trapDec!as:reesI ~ and 0. The tem-

-~~3-Jrc C:n:inues tc increase finally reaching i09K,--!-!. The peak
.!.,

“-:7CS:::.’,, !s 2.5 x IOw Lo and pe~k affective temperature is l,: kev.



About 2 x 103 sec later, hydrogen and helium burn out and the te!n-
~erztare startz to dreg, It takes nearly 3 days for the ef$ective
t&rnDeratureto fall below 0.1 kev.

‘dehave found
scale outbursts on
and “cool” neutron

range from 103 sec

CONCLUSIONS

in this study that we can produce long time
neutron stars if we assume low accretion rates
stars. The time scales for these outbursts

for the 10 km neutron star to about one day or
lon~er for the 20 km neutron star. The peak temperatures and-
lun:nosities were inversely proportional to the radius of the neu-
tron stars and our calculations (plus those noted earlier) suggest
that the actual radii of most neutron stars must be closer to 10
km than 20 km. On the other hand, the fast, soft, X-ray transients
can be produced on larger radii neutron stars if such a wide range
in neutron star radii is possible.

tiealso produced flat topped outbursts similar *O some of
tnose observed. Such a theoretical outburst results when the ac-
creted envelope has had enough time to reach thermal equilibrium
before the outburst begins.

Finally, we have been able to achieve outbursts in hydrogen

rich material 5ecause the 14C(J,p)i7F and ‘50(~,Y)i9Ne reactions
act to renove catalytic nuclei from the CNO reaction cycle and,
at cigh temperatures, restores the temperature dependence of the
CXO reactions. In addition, at these same temperatures, the
triple-~ reaction is feeding new nuclei into the CN cycle which
also keeps the rate of energy generation elevated over what one
would predict if these reactions were not occurring.
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